For Immediate Release
San Diego, CA -- (SBWIRE) -- 04/21/2015 -- Traffic tickets can range from a galling
annoyance to a life changing problem, and can be handed out for everything from
skipping a red light to being on a cell phone while driving. Most people consider
these tickets a kind of stealth tax, and resent having to pay them. Luckily Ticket
Snipers has developed a process that enables them to successfully defend clients
and beat traffic tickets in California. In order to help people see how much they can
help, they have now launched a ticket dismissal calculator so individuals can get a
handle on the odds.
Ticket Snipers has developed a process that has since been featured on ABC, CNN
and FOX and the company has received a five star rating from satisfied customers
who have successfully managed to fight a traffic ticket in California and get the
ticket dismissed.
The new ticket dismissal calculator uses a customized algorithm that evaluates basic information provided by the user to
create an initial assessment of the likelihood a ticket can be dismissed. It takes into account complex situational variables, the
individual’s driver history, the area of California and more to be as accurate as possible and still give a result in just a couple of
minutes.
A spokesperson for Ticket Snipers explained, “Our service is already proving popular because there really is nothing to loseour no win no fee policy guarantees that individuals are able to recoup the money they were to pay if we are unsuccessful, and
if we are successful, they price they are paying is a fraction of the penalty fee, and comes with added bonus of not coming with
a black mark on a criminal record that can affect employability for years to come. The new calculator provides people with a
means to see whether it’s worth their time to give us a chance.”
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Ticket Snipers wants to show you how to fight your traffic ticket. Every
day, thousands of California drivers receive traffic tickets and run the risk
of losing their license, attending traffic school, or even having insurance
costs go up. In order to fight a ticket, most people believe they will have to
contest it in court. Ticket Snipers, a business that was started in 2008, is
an alternative to paying a traffic ticket. The company helps California
drivers successfully contest their traffic violations, without risk, and they
led over 10,000 drivers to successful verdicts so far throughout the state.
Ticket Snipers has made its main goal for 2014 to educate drivers about
vehicle codes in an effort to raise the probability that they will beat a
traffic violation simply through using the law and vehicle code to their
advantage.
Ticket Snipers believes that every citizen of California deserves legal
assistance, and every driver should have a basic understanding of certain vehicle codes in order to beat their traffic
violation. Ticket Snipers provides assistance to anyone who needs it, and at a low cost. The company offers a risk-free
option to contest a traffic violation without having to appear in court. After years of extensive research and knowledge of
California vehicle codes, the company knows absolutely everything there is to know about winning a traffic violation case.
Many Californians ask what actions they should take when pulled over. Ticket Snipers gives advice to take good notes
about the interaction with the officer, and take action immediately in order to get the violation dismissed.
Clients have been appreciative for what the company has done for them. In an age where personal relationships have gone
by the wayside, Ticket Snipers strives to provide stellar customer service and the best legal defenses at a great price.
Client’s satisfaction is the strength of their growing business and they strive for excellence day in and day out.
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“We are in the business of achieving results”

Jorian J. Goes
Founder/Operations Manager

With a keen eye for legal issues, Jorian Goes has over 15 years of
small business experience throughout the entire state of California. Jorian has successfully
grown multiple start-up ventures with rising shares in each respectable market. In 2008
Jorian created Ticket Snipers, which aimed to provide California drivers with an affordable
option to contest and beat any traffic ticket issued throughout the entire state of California.
With Jorian’s extensive computer science and legal knowledge he was able to design the
most effective and efficient legal group and system in the state.
Jorian Goes attended California State University Northridge and the University of
California, Los Angeles before working with multiple traffic Judges within the Los Angeles
area. After graduating Jorian created numerous start-ups, none more powerful than Ticket Snipers. Under his guidance, Ticket
Snipers increased profits by 35% and raised client retention by over 47%. He created a state-of-the-art business platform that allows
the company to seamlessly reach clients throughout the entire state of California.
In addition to his role as a manager and legal professional, Jorian is also heavily involved in his community. As an active and long
standing member of the Better Business Bureau (BBB), Jorian dedicates a portion of his time every month to encouraging ethical
responsibility in the legal workplace. Additionally, he also lectures at local business meetings in the Southern California area,
giving speeches on legal topics such as the importance of legal literacy as well as entrepreneurial tips.
Jorian is available for public speaking, news events or interviews; please feel free to reach out to him via email
(JorianG@TicketSnipers.com) with any inquires.
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